


     I truly believe that all problems in life can be solved with a
simple answer, and most of the time we complicate it. I find
many times the same happens when we work with ELLs. 

Is supporting ELLs complicated? 

Yes! Anyone who has worked with ELLs for any length of time
would agree. But are we overcomplicating the process? 

I believe we are, which is why the majority of us feel stressed,
confused, and overwhelmed with how and what to do for our
students. 

This guide is just a small way to help you get started in
identifying the problems you are having with your ELLs and
finding an easy solution to try out. It is not an exhaustive list,
but one that I will keep researching and updating for you to
get the support that will empower you and equip your ELLs.

If you have any questions, just reach out at
beth@inspiringyounglearners.com. 

Cheering you on, 

Beth  

A guide to help



If, Then
An Intervention Guide for Teaching ELLs

Listening
If your student 
struggles with 
understanding 
conversations in 
English….

Then…
q use audiobooks as an independent activity.

q Add voice recording QR codes to worksheets and books.

q Use music as often as possible.

q Use TPR.
q Add in pictures as much as possible! Before your lesson, find a few great

images on Google to support your lesson and have them ready to show the
students as you are talking.

q Create an environment where students aren’t afraid to admit when they
don’t understand.

If your student 
struggles with 
tracking a 
conversation

Then …
q time how long you talk and how often there are breaks for students

to interact and engage.
q Make sure you give a clue or opportunity to build background to help

them place in their minds what the conversation is going to be about.

q Use visuals are you are talking to help students stay on track with
the topic.

q Incorporate podcasts into your lessons to allow students to work on

listening and tracking with a conversation. You can provide a way for
them to listen and draw, listen and write, or a reflection page after
they are finished.

Great websites and resources to support: 
Super simple songs on Youtube
Vooks.com
Uniteforliteracy.com
Listen and Learn Centers 
Blog: 3 Ways to Strengthen the Listening Comprehension of Your Students. 
Great podcasts to support: 

But Why? 
Smash Boom Best
Wow in the World
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Click on any resource to go 
directly there.

https://www.youtube.com/user/SuperSimpleSongs
https://www.vooks.com
https://www.uniteforliteracy.com
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ESL-Distance-Learning-ESL-Google-Classroom-ELL-Distance-Learning-ESL-Listening-4128235?st=5be33e86d20f3252ad886d138d391166
https://www.inspiringyounglearners.com/single-post/2018/07/25/3-easy-ways-to-strengthen-the-listening-comprehension-of-your-ell-students
https://www.vpr.org/programs/why-podcast-curious-kids#stream/0
https://www.smashboom.org
https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510321/wow-in-the-world
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Speaking

If your students are 
afraid to speak

Then…
q Use games to disguise speaking. Give them a clothespin to clip to their

shirt and see who gets the most at the end of class.
q Reward and encourage when they speak.
q Provide activities that the students can practice speaking independently

which will help build confidence.  (Check out the websites below that will
record your students online, without putting them on the spot.)

q Use a teacher vs. students challenge. Every time a student speaks in
English, they earn a point, every time they speak in their native language
you earn a point and challenge them to earn more points for a prize.

q Highlight times you make mistakes or take risks to help build a risk-taking
classroom.

If your students will not 
participate in academic 

conversations

Then...
q model, model, model

q Use sentence stems to support
q Provide thinking time so that students can gather thoughts and not

be put on the spot.

q Provide plenty of opportunities for students to talk with one
another and confirm ideas. (Use think-pair-share)

q Provide plenty of opportunities during your lessons for students to

be moving, thinking, talking, and applying what they are learning in a
way that lowers the affective filter.

Great websites and resources to support: 
www.vocaroo.com

www.voki.com
www.flipgrid.com
Monthly Speaking and Writing Cards

Video: Student Strategy Series: Inside/Outside Circles 
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Click on any resource to go 
directly there.

http://www.vocaroo.com/
http://www.voki.com/
http://www.flipgrid.com/
https://vocaroo.com
https://www.voki.com
https://info.flipgrid.com
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ESL-Speaking-and-ESL-Writing-ESL-Google-Classroom-for-ELL-Distance-Learning-3628130
https://www.inspiringyounglearners.com/single-post/2019/03/11/student-engagement-series-insideoutside-circles
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Reading

If your students struggle 

with letter sounds/phonics

Then…
q Do activities that the students are consistently hearing the sounds correctly with

a picture to train their brain.
q Practice frequently through games that say the sound and they have to identify it.

(There are a lot of free online phonics games that will target this skill.)

q Frequently incorporate sound sorts, word segmentation sorts with pictures. (Just
make sure the pictures are words they are familiar with.)

q Have students write the sounds they hear when you say the sound aloud.
q Use manipulatives that they can work with as they learn the sounds (magnetic

letters, sound boxes, playdoh, etc.)

q Clap out sounds to demonstrate segmenting words.

If your students struggles 

with comprehension due to 
lack of background 
knowledge or English 

vocabulary

Then…
q Use realia to help students connect to the reading before they

begin.
q Frontload vocabulary through pictures.
q Allow the students to check their understanding of the

vocabulary before you read (use a knowledge rating scale.)
q If possible, provide play or inquiry activities that relate to the

reading to help students build experiences and connections to

the new vocabulary and topic.
q If possible, provide high interest articles and passages.
q Incorporate close reading activities for multiple readings of the

same passage.

www.lalilo.com

www.starfall.com
Close Reading Passages for New Readers
Close Reading Passages for Intermediate ELLs

Video: How to make the most out of your guided reading time! 

Great websites and resources to support: 
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Click on any resource to go 
directly there.

www.readworks.org

https://lalilo.com
https://www.starfall.com/h/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ESL-Vocabulary-Close-Reading-Passages-ESL-Reading-6227956
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Monthly-Close-Reading-Activities-ESL-Vocabulary-ESL-Reading-6197112?rt=ChQxMTE4MTE2MjUyNzAxODQzOTEwORANGiNob21lLXBhZ2UtX3JlY29tbWVuZGVfMTU5NDU2MzExOTU1OCIXaG9tZS1wYWdlLXJ5bWwtdXNlci1yZWMoAA
https://www.inspiringyounglearners.com/single-post/how-to-make-the-most-of-your-guided-reading-time-with-ells
https://www.readworks.org
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Writing

If your student struggles 

with forming a sentence in 
English…

Then…
q use pictures to help them pull out vocabulary and form sentences.
q Use graphic organizers repeatedly as a framework.
q Color code the parts of the sentence.
q Play silly sentences and then have them copy the sentence.
q Provide topics students like to write about to stimulate interest.
q Provide opportunities to draw ideas first or talk through the sentence

first before they begin writing.
q Have the student say their sentence aloud, and then write highlighted

lines on their paper for each word they say. This will help remind them
of their sentence and write all the parts.

If your student struggles 
with expanding on their 

writing…

Then…
q Use the write around strategy. Students write a sentence then pass it to a

peer where they add on. This continues on a few times and students work
on expanding ideas and sentences.

q Do practice activities of providing a simple sentence and having the students
add a stronger verb, then add a stronger adjective, then add a detail… etc.
The more the students practice, the more their brain will be trained to look
for ways to strengthen the sentence.

q Use graphic organizers that breaks down the process.
q Provide examples of simple sentences vs. strong sentences.
q Use mentor texts to demonstrate types of sentences you want your

students to write.

Great websites and resources to support: 
Writing Windows by Ellevation

Boom Writer
Silly sentences game
Online Sentences Games

Monthly Speaking and Writing Cards
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Click on any resource to go 
directly there.

https://distance.ellevationeducation.com/activity/writing-windows
https://boomwriter.com
https://www.amazon.com/DK-Games-Silly-Sentences/dp/0789454726
https://www.turtlediary.com/games/sentences.html
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ESL-Speaking-and-ESL-Writing-ESL-Google-Classroom-for-ELL-Distance-Learning-3628130



